Hosts offer free overnight RV
parking on private property.
Boondockers Welcome is built by RVers, for RVers.
Our philosophy is that RVing brings out the best in
people - being in new places, while sharing tight quarters next to complete strangers every day has a way of
making people learn what is important in life and how
making friends on the road is often the best part of
the story.
By definition, RVers love to travel, and want to do so
comfortably and affordably. Boondockers Welcome is
a venue where RVers can connect and welcome each
other to camp on their property, with no expectations
of being paid in anything more than gratitude and a
pay-it-forward spirit.
HOW IT WORKS:
• Search all of our host locations before signing
up. We have over 2,000 host locations all ove the
world.
• Sign up to be a guest and/or a host. An annual
guest privilieges subscription is about the cost of
one night in a campground. It is free to sign-up
to be a host. In fact, we pay hosts by giving them
subscription credits for each completed stay.
• Contact hosts on your route to arrange stays with
them. Make new friends and get the scoop on the
area from local RVers.
• Our hosts don’t expect any money for their hospitality. A great host review is the best way to show
your thanks.

We have many guests and hosts with bus
conversions. Hear what they have to say “As a guest, the hosts are always excited and curious when they see a bus conversion pull in, prepare
to show off your bus. Unlike “RV Parks” with 10 year
rules, rig age isn’t an issue. Hosts know if they can
handle a large rig like a classic bus conversion. As a
host, I’ve had half a dozen bus conversions stay with
me as guests. It’s been great fun every time, comparing notes, systems, ideas, mutual friends (it’s a smaller
world than we think). Several of my former BDW “bus”
guests have become good friends, we’ll meet up at a
rally or when our travels bring us close, keep in touch
via Facebook or RVillage, etc.” - Dan Aldridge
“I think other buses should join BW because it’s a
great and inexpensive resource. We have had so many
lovely conversations and dinners with our hosts and
have made a lot of great connections all over the
country. It also helps when wanting to stay near a major city but you don’t want to pay city prices to park.
It’s also great because even though some of them
are just driveways, there are others that are on many
acres of property in very scenic locations. You get such
a variety of host locations to choose from depending
on what type of experience you want. We’ve used other apps to try and find free or inexpensive parking and
usually have little luck but BW always pulls through!”
- @hanzian_bus

For more information visit - bus.boondockerswelcome.com

